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WELCOME
At Aurora Photography Sydney we transform intimate moments

into cinematic treasures. Our elopement cinematography services

are designed to capture the essence of your love story in a way

that's as unique as your journey together. With a keen focus on

the intricacies of your special day, we craft visually stunning films

that turn every glance, every touch, and every vow into a work of

art. Let us be the storytellers of your elopement, ensuring that the

magic of your union is beautifully preserved for a lifetime.

AuroraPhotographySydney
www.auroraphotographysydney.com

auroraphotographysydney@gmai l .com 

0403 555 656



WHAT TO EXPECT

Personalized Storytelling: Expect a tailored

approach to storytelling that focuses on the

unique narrative of your love. Elopement

cinematography from our studio aims to

capture the essence of your relationship,

ensuring that each frame reflects the

individuality of your journey.

Stunning Locations: Explore breathtaking

landscapes and beautiful settings as our team

collaborates with you to choose the perfect

locations for your elopement cinematography.

Whether it's a mountaintop, beach, or urban

landscape, expect the backdrop to

complement and enhance the visual narrative

of your love story.

Timely Delivery: We understand the

importance of reliving the magic of your

elopement promptly. Expect timely delivery of

your cinematic masterpiece, allowing you to

revisit and share your special day with family

and friends soon after the celebration.
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How we differ?

At Aurora Photography Sydney, we pride ourselves on

setting a new standard in elopement photography and

cinematography. Our commitment to excellence is

reflected in the distinctive qualities that set us apart.

Aerial Magic with a Licensed Touch (ARN-1220767): 

Unleash the magic of aerial perspectives with our certified drone

pilot at the helm. We are proud holders of a drone license,

ensuring breathtaking aerial shots of your special day. Elevate your

wedding album with sweeping panoramic views and unique angles

that capture the essence of your celebration. Aerial perspectives

captured by drone can be accommodated upon request.

Family-Focused and Child-Safe (WWC2784578E): 

Your wedding day is a celebration of love and family. We

understand the importance of creating a safe and enjoyable

environment, especially when working with children. Rest assured,

our team holds Working with Children Permit, demonstrating our

commitment to preserving the joyous and wholesome atmosphere

of your wedding.

Uncompromising Quality:

Quality is at the heart of everything we do. From the equipment we

use to the final edited images and videos, we prioritize excellence.

Our commitment in delivering a stunning visual narrative of your

wedding day is unwavering. Your memories deserve nothing less

than the best.

Elevating your Elopement Experience
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Embracing a documentary realism style in our wedding

photography, we chronicle your story exactly as it unfolds.

Our approach captures events in a linear and coherent

manner, offering a genuine and unscripted portrayal of

your day. Meticulously attending to both major moments

and subtle nuances, we ensure that the complete narrative

shines through, creating a collection of images that

authentically reflect the emotions and unique moments of

your wedding day.

Documentary Realism

IInfusing a dramatic flair into our wedding photography, we

artfully manipulate light, shadows, and angles to create

photos that burst with contrast and moodiness. This

distinctive style adds an edge to the narrative, giving each

image a bold and evocative touch. Through this approach,

we aim to capture the emotional intensity and unique

atmosphere of your special day, producing wedding photos

that are both striking and unforgettable.

Dramatic Flair

Our candid storytelling style is all about capturing

genuine moments as they naturally unfold, providing a

raw and unscripted portrayal of emotions. By blending

into the background, we aim to document the authentic

joy, laughter, and tenderness of your wedding day. This

approach ensures a timeless collection of images that

tell the unique story of your celebration, evoking

cherished memories for years to come.

Candid Storytelling

OUr Styles



In our wedding photography, we embrace an artistic and

abstract style that pushes traditional boundaries. Through

unconventional compositions, intentional blurs, and unique

color palettes, our images invite interpretation, evoking

deep emotions and thoughts, offering a distinctive

perspective on your special day.

Artistic Abstract

Our photography, embraces timeless elegance, inspired by

classic aesthetics. Focusing on sharpness, rich colors, and

well-composed frames, our style ensures photos that stand

the test of time. With a commitment to sophistication and

charm, we capture moments that become treasured

keepsakes, transcending passing trends.

Timeless Elegance

Infused with warm tones and faded finishes, our

vintage wedding photography style beautifully

transports viewers back in time. The resulting images

exude a nostalgic charm, reminiscent of old film reels

and age-old memories. Through this vintage approach,

we capture the timeless essence of your special day,

creating a collection of images that evoke a sentimental

journey into the past.

Vintage Nostalgia
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5 Tips for your

Elopement
Cinematography

Clearly communicate your vision and expectations to the
cinematographer. Share details about your love story, preferred style,
and any specific shots or moments you want to be captured. 

#1 COMMUNICATE YOUR VISION:

Select locations that hold sentimental value or resonate with your
relationship. Whether it's a place with personal significance or a stunning
backdrop, thoughtful location choices enhance the overall storytelling.

#2 CHOOSE MEANINGFUL LOCATIONS:
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Choose attire that not only reflects your personal style but also allows
for comfort and mobility. Consider how your outfits will look on
camera and how they complement the overall aesthetic of the
elopement.

#3 DRESS COMFORTABLY AND EXPRESSIVELY:

Be yourselves and embrace natural moments. Elopement
cinematography shines when genuine emotions and interactions are
captured authentically. Forget about the camera and enjoy the
intimacy of the day.

#4 EMBRACE NATURAL MOMENTS

Elopements often involve a sense of adventure. Be open to exploring
new locations or unexpected opportunities for beautiful shots. A
willingness to go with the flow can lead to some of the most
memorable cinematic moments.

#5 BE OPEN TO ADVENTURE:

By incorporat ing  these t ips ,  you can contr ibute  to
a  co l laborat ive  and en joyable  e lopement

c inematography exper ience ,  that  beaut i fu l l y
captures  the essence of  your  un ique love  s tory .
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INFORM CLOSE FRIENDS AND FAMILY:

Decide if you want to share the news with close friends and
family beforehand. Consider if you'd like to invite anyone to
witness the elopement or if it will be an intimate affair

CHOOSE ATTIRE AND ACCESSORIES

Begin the process of selecting and ordering wedding attire
for both the bride and groom, considering fittings and
alterations. Then, gather and organize all accessories,
including shoes, jewelry, veil, and any other items you'll wear
on the wedding day.

CREATE A VISION

Define the style and atmosphere you want for your
elopement. Discuss and agree on the overall theme,
whether it's a scenic mountaintop, beach sunset, or urban
setting.

RELAX AND ENJOY:

Remember to take moments for yourselves. Elopements are
about the two of you, so savor the experience and enjoy the
journey together.

Checklist
Pre-Elopement Prep
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asked questions
Frequently

Our packages include highlights and full video with
licensed music along with professional audio for
Speech. We make sure quality, seamless, and aesthetic
cinematic storylines.

WHAT IS  INCLUDED IN YOUR
CINEMATOGRAPHY PACKAGES?

Yes, we understand that every event is unique. We
offer customizable packages to ensure our services
align with your specific requirements and budget.

DO YOU OFFER CUSTOMIZABLE
PACKAGES TO FIT  OUR SPECIFIC
NEEDS?

Certainly! You can view our portfolio on our website or
our Youtube channel and we're also happy to share
additional samples during a consultation.

CAN WE SEE A PORTFOLIO OF YOUR
PREVIOUS WORK?
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we provide
Other services

Elevate your elopement with our specialized photography packages,
transforming intimate moments into timeless visual poetry. We artfully capture
stolen glances and heartfelt vows, weaving the narrative of your love story.
Choose from our tailored packages to preserve every precious moment,
ensuring you can relive the magic for years to come. Trust us to be your visual
storytellers on this intimate chapter of your journey.

ELOPEMENT PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGES

Embark on a photographic/cinematographic journey before the big day! Our
pre-wedding/adventure sessions are designed to capture the love, laughter,
and genuine connection between couples in some of nature's most
breathtaking settings.

PRE-WEDDING ADVENTURE PACKAGES

WEDDING PACKAGES

We turn your love story into a visual masterpiece. Our wedding
cinematography/photography packages offer comprehensive coverage, expert
photographers, and a personalized touch to ensure every moment is
immortalized. Choose us to document your day, and let the images speak
volumes about your unique journey. Contact us to turn your wedding into a
timeless work of art. 
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Sneak Peak



Sneak Peak



Thank you!
Thank you for entrusting Aurora Photography

Sydney to capture the moments that matter

most. It’ll be a pleasure to turn your memories

into timeless art. Here's to cherishing your

special moments forever... 
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